Stable-isotope probing is widely used to study the function of microbial taxa in their natural environment, but sorting of isotopically labelled microbial cells from complex samples for subsequent genomic analysis or cultivation is still in its early infancy. Here, we introduce an optofluidic platform for automated sorting of stable-isotope-probing-labelled microbial cells, combining microfluidics, optical tweezing and Raman microspectroscopy, which yields live cells suitable for subsequent single-cell genomics, mini-metagenomics or cultivation. We describe the design and optimization of this Raman-activated cell-sorting approach, illustrate its operation with four model bacteria (two intestinal, one soil and one marine) and demonstrate its high sorting accuracy (98.3 ± 1.7%), throughput (200-500 cells h ) and compatibility with cultivation. Application of this sorting approach for the metagenomic characterization of bacteria involved in mucin degradation in the mouse colon revealed a diverse consortium of bacteria, including several members of the underexplored family Muribaculaceae, highlighting both the complexity of this niche and the potential of Raman-activated cell sorting for identifying key players in targeted processes.
nvironmental-and host-associated microbiome research aims to understand the composition and function of complex microbial communities. Single-cell studies have become important in this field as they provide unique insights into phylogeny and genomic (micro)diversity [1] [2] [3] [4] , phenotypic [5] [6] [7] and microenvironmental heterogeneity 8 , and microbe-eukaryote 9 and microbe-virus interactions 10 . Physiological in situ analyses of microbes are also performed at the single-cell level 11, 12 , by introducing an isotopically labelled compound into a microbial community. After a short incubation, the microbial cells that have consumed the compound and incorporated the isotope into their biomass are detected by microautoradiography (for radioactive isotopes) 13 , nanoscale secondary ion mass spectrometry [14] [15] [16] or Raman microspectroscopy (for stable isotopes) [17] [18] [19] [20] . For simultaneous identification of the substrate-consuming cells, all three approaches can be combined with fluorescence in situ hybridization 21 . Ideally, microbiologists would be able to combine techniques for functional analyses of individual members of complex microbial communities with single-cell genomics, to directly retrieve the genomes of those cells that perform a function of interest. However, in most single-cell genomic studies to date [22] [23] [24] [25] , individual cells are chosen at random or based on genetic criteria using PCR or fluorescence in situ hybridization. Two recent approaches enable the selection of metabolically active microbial cells for whole-genome amplification (WGA) and sequencing. One approach relies on fluorescence labelling of translationally active microbes via bioorthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging, followed by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) 26 . The other approach is based on labelling with the stable isotope deuterium during brief incubation with heavy water (D 2 O). Labelling using deuterium has several advantages: it is cheap, generally applicable and can be performed without modifying the natural substrate pool or introducing toxicity effects 27 . After incubation, deuterated cells can be identified via Raman microspectroscopy by inspecting the C-D fingerprint region of the Raman spectrum (2,040-2,300 cm −1 ) 27 . This approach, which is non-destructive and requires no fixation of the cells, will detect all metabolically active cells in a sample; for example, cells that are active when incubated in the presence of a specific substrate (which does not itself need to be labelled) 27 . This method can be combined with WGA by performing the Raman measurements in a microcapillary and manually sorting the labelled cells to a sterile end of the capillary with optical tweezers 27, 28 . However, although Raman microspectroscopy is fast, manual sorting in this approach is very labour intensive and offers only very low throughput, generally not exceeding 1-2 sorted cells h −1 (in samples with a relative abundance of 20-50% deuterated cells).
Here, we introduce a fully automated optofluidic platform for Raman-activated microbial cell sorting (RACS) that can analyse up to 200-500 cells h ) and is thus appropriate for function-based cell culturing and mini-metagenomics, or as a front end to standard single-cell genomics platforms. Unlike previous microfluidic RACS approaches 29, 30 , this method is not limited to cells containing compounds that enhance measurement sensitivity by virtue of Raman resonance (for example, carotenoids and chlorophyll) and is thus applicable to a wide range of bacterial and archaeal cells, and potentially to eukaryotic cells. After extensive optimization of the platform, it was applied to metagenomically analyse microbes capable of mucin degradation in the mouse colon.
The secreted mucus layer that covers the mammalian intestine acts both as a physical barrier to prevent bacteria from penetrating . The equilibrium between mucus production and degradation can easily be disrupted on expansion of bacteria that degrade mucin (the primary component in mucus), which can lead to mucus thinning and barrier defects that make the host susceptible to pathogen invasion, inflammation or cancer [32] [33] [34] [35] . Despite their importance for health, a comprehensive catalogue of bacteria that degrade mucin in vivo is still lacking 36 . Using RACS, we show that a phylogenetically diverse consortium of bacteria is involved in mucin degradation, and that members of the underexplored family Muribaculaceae are highly active mucin degraders in the mouse gut.
Results
Microfluidic sorter, 3D focusing and system configuration. The RACS platform uses a microfluidic device to capture and move microbial cells in preparation for the Raman measurement, and to sort cells after evaluation of their Raman spectra. The device relies on a three-dimensional flow technique to control the position of the sample stream in the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic sorter. Vertical focusing is first used to focus the sample stream close to the glass coverslip (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1 and Supplementary Videos 1 and 2). This ensures a high capture rate of cells by the optical tweezers and prevents the complex Raman spectrum of the PDMS lower surface from interfering with the cell's spectrum 37 . Glass, rather than quartz, coverslips 38 were used after confirming that this results in no interference with microbial spectra in the spectral region of interest. Downstream of the vertical focusing region, the sample stream is focused horizontally by a second sheath flow, which confines it to one side of the channel so that cells flow by default into the waste outlet ( In the analysis region of the microfluidic sorter (Fig. 1a) , individual cells are randomly captured by the optical tweezers, and their Raman spectrum is measured (Fig. 1b,c) . A commercial confocal Raman microscope ( Fig. 1d ; see Methods) was used, in which two laser sources are focused at the same position through a highnumerical-aperture 60× objective. The two lasers can be translocated simultaneously to allow the capture, movement and Raman measurement of individual cells. To visually monitor cell trapping in the optical tweezers during Raman measurement, which is paramount for confirming the reliability of cell trapping and release in the automated execution of the RACS, a second, imaging microscope was fitted underneath the stage. After focusing the two (Raman and optical tweezing) lasers on the surface of the glass coverslip using charge coupled device (CCD) camera 1, the beam splitter is removed and the Raman microscope is operated in 'Raman measurement mode' for the duration of the RACS operation, while the cell trapping, transport and release processes are monitored with the imaging microscope (CCD camera 2). The microscope stage is then moved so that the focus lies 10 μm below the glass coverslip within the flow region to begin sorting.
Sorting begins after acquisition of a reference spectrum for the fluid (see below). Each step in the sorting procedure was designed to allow full automation, with no human intervention. The detailed workflow is described in Fig. 2 (see also Supplementary Video 4). The automation criteria for the different stages are described below.
Cell detection and analysis of deuterium-labelling status. The automation of (1) the recognition of a cell in the optical tweezers and (2) the decision to release a cell into the collection versus the waste outlet based on its deuterium-labelling status required the determination of the acquisition times necessary to obtain reliable Raman spectra and criteria to detect cellular and isotopic signals from the Raman spectra. This was achieved and tested using three Gramnegative (two intestinal and one marine) and one Gram-positive (soil) bacterial species: Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Marinobacter adhaerens and Bacillus subtilis.
To determine whether a cell is present in the optical tweezers, the magnitude of the Raman signal in the portion of the spectrum between the wave numbers of 1,620 and 1,670 cm −1 , with integrated intensity I 1,620-1,670 (Fig. 3a) , was considered. This region was chosen because it is largely unaffected by the Raman spectrum of PDMS and glass (whereas they contribute a detectable signal in other regions; for example, <1,500 and >2,500 cm
) and is thus insensitive to small variations in the vertical position of the measurement location. Specifically, the 'cell index' P C was determined: where I fluid,1,620-1,670 is computed for the fluid reference spectrum. Visual observation using the imaging microscope (CCD camera 2) showed that the presence of a cell in the optical tweezers always results in P C > 1.0, for each of the bacterial species tested and regardless of their deuterium-labelling status (Fig. 3c) . Considering that the P C value of the tweezers when empty varied over time, P C > 1.7 (P C > 1.2 for M. adhaerens) was selected as the criterion for cell capture in the automated algorithm. In a particular application, the user can set the threshold value based on initial trials using CCD camera 2 to monitor capture by the optical tweezers.
On capture of a cell, the system moves the optical tweezers containing the trapped cell to the evaluation location (Fig. 2a) . Here a second Raman spectrum with longer (5 s) acquisition time is measured, to robustly determine whether the cell is labelled with deuterium. Deuterium affects the intensity of the Raman spectrum in the region between the wave numbers 2,040 and 2,300 cm −1 (the 'C-D peak'; integrated intensity: I 2,040-2,300 ) 27 . Specifically, for each captured cell, the 'labelling index' P L was computed: to determine whether a cell is labelled, based on comparison with the region between 1,850 and 1,900 cm −1 (integrated intensity: I 1,850-1,900 ), chosen as a reference because its intensity is low and insensitive to the Raman emission of the device materials (PDMS and glass). Measurements conducted with deuterium-labelled cells, and separately with unlabelled cells, showed that P L > 6. 69 labelled cell is successfully recognized as such with this criterion, whereas for S. typhimurium only one cell out of two is identified as labelled (the criterion was chosen to be conservative, so that unlabelled cells would not be misidentified as labelled and hence collected).
The Raman acquisition times given above were chosen on the basis of an analysis of the effect of the acquisition time on the quality of the Raman spectrum using ten individual E. coli cells (Fig. 3b) .
On capture, a cell was moved to the evaluation location and its Raman spectrum repeatedly measured with increasingly long acquisition times, from 0. Cells not captured by the optical tweezers (solid green circle) flow directly into the waste outlet, whereas cells captured by the optical tweezers are moved to the sample-free stream (dashed green circle) and have their Raman spectrum measured. Cells of interest (for example, active cells labelled by deuterium) are released into the collection outlet, while other cells are carried back to the sample stream and released into the waste outlet (see Supplementary Fig. 11 for microfluidic tubing connections for sample input and cell collection). b, A rod-shaped microbial cell confined in the optical tweezers aligns along the laser propagation direction (vertical). c, Normalized intensity distribution (I norm ) of the Raman signal (colour scale) coming from the cell and fluid (see Methods for calculations). Under our experimental conditions, and for a 2.0 µm × 0.5 µm rod-shaped bacterium, I cell /I fluid = 6.22. d, Optofluidic setup. Two laser sources for the Raman measurement (532 nm; 15 mW; light green path) and optical tweezers (1,064 nm; 400 mW; purple path) are focused at the same position in the microfluidic device by a 60× objective. The scattered light is directed by a removable beam splitter to either CCD camera 1 (for initial laser alignment in the microfluidic device) or a spectrometer (for measurement of the Raman spectrum). A notch filter suppresses the excitation wavelengths before the spectrometer, then a grating divides the scattered light into discrete wavelengths, which are measured by the spectrometer. CCD camera 2 is used to monitor the RACS process while the system is in Raman measurement mode (that is, CCD camera 1 is deactivated), with a ring illuminator (470 nm) as the light source, a 10× objective, an optical array yielding 3.5× magnification and a shortpass filter (cutoff wavelength: 500 nm) to prevent laser-induced damage of the camera. CW Nd:YAG, continuous-wave neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet.
P C and P L were computed. P C saturated for an acquisition time of ~2 s, whereas P L did so for an acquisition time of ~5 s. These acquisition times were thus used in the automated programme to detect cell capture (P C ) and labelling (P L ). Using these parameters, we achieved the analysis of 200 cells h −1 (3.3 cells min
; see below).
Sorting, recovery efficiency and accuracy. To automate sorting, we designed a customizable, user-friendly programme to repeatedly capture an individual cell from the capture location, move it to the evaluation location and accept or reject it based on the analysis of its Raman spectrum (Supplementary Video 4) . The programme controls all hardware elements, including the optical tweezers laser, the Raman laser, the optical shutter, CCD camera 1 and the microscope stage. It also acquires and analyses the Raman spectra, and applies the decision criteria (P C and P L ) to sort cells. Based on the thresholds for the two criteria (P C and P L ), we tested the RACS process with a mixture of deuterium-labelled and unlabelled cells of the same species (1:1 ratio). We examined 185 E. coli cells (100 captured and selected; 85 captured and rejected) (Fig. 3e) (Fig. 1d ) results in dark-field images in which cells appear as bright spots on a dark background. Because of reflections between the objectives above (60×; water immersion) and below (10×; air) the microfluidic device, circular patterns surround the optical tweezers. The optical tweezers are moved between their default, capture location (CL; solid green circle) at y = 50 µm from the channel sidewall, and the evaluation location (EL; dashed green circle) at y = 320 µm. b-e, The four main steps involved in RACS for a deuterium-labelled cell (images show the purple dashed region of panel a). The further magnified insets (green squares) show the surroundings of the optical tweezers as they move, with the background intensity subtracted for clearer visualization of the captured cells (white arrows). When the software recognizes that a cell is captured in the optical tweezers, based on changes in the Raman spectrum at the CL (b), the optical tweezers move (c) to the EL in the cell-free stream, where a Raman spectrum with an extended acquisition time is acquired to determine whether the cell is deuterium labelled. If so, the cell is released (d) and the flow carries it into the collection outlet. The optical tweezers then return to the CL and the programme starts over (e). f-i, As for b-e, but for an unlabelled cell. Steps f and g are identical to steps b and c, respectively. The white background around the captured cell in the inset of g is due to reflections between the objectives above and below. If the cell is identified as unlabelled, the optical tweezers move it back to the CL (h), where it is released (i) and carried by the flow into the waste outlet. The programme then starts over. The cells analysed here were S. typhimurium. Scale bars, 50 µm. See also Supplementary Video 4 for an overview of the fully automated RACS process.
registered as selection did not show a typical Raman cell spectrum because cell loss from the optical tweezers had occurred while translocating the cell from the capture location to the evaluation location. P L measured in the absence of a cell in the optical tweezers is higher than 6.69 (that is, the programme wrongly recognizes the fluid in the second Raman measurement as a deuterium-labelled cell) as there is a weak signal in the C-D peak region ( Fig. 3a ; inset for P L calculation). We compared I 1,620-1,670 (the region for P C calculation) of the second recorded Raman spectrum of each 'captured and selected' cell with the reference spectrum of the fluid, and this confirmed that there was no longer a cell in the optical tweezers during the second measurement in these cases. Dividing the flow 
2,000 2,500 ; to distinguish cells from background) and 'labelling index', P L (1,850-1,900 and 2,040-2,300 cm
; to distinguish labelled from unlabelled cells for automated RACS). b, Normalized Raman intensity (colour scale) of single deuterium-labelled E. coli cells in the flowing fluid (averaged over 10 cells) for different acquisition times ranging from 0.1-5.0 s (in 0.1 s increments), and determination of the acquisition times necessary for robust calculation of P C and P L . The red and blue shaded areas represent the s.d. for P C and P L , respectively. P i refers to either P C or P L , and the superscripts + and − refer to adjacent time steps. Note that a converged signal for P C (red) and P L (blue) is obtained for acquisition times of 2 s (dashed red line) and 5 s (dashed blue line), respectively. c,d, P C (c) and P L values (d) of four strains (E. coli, green; B. subtilis, blue; S. typhimurium, red; and M. adhaerens, violet), calculated from Raman spectra to determine thresholds to use in the automated RACS. Measurements of deuterium-labelled (filled symbols) and unlabelled cells (empty symbols) were conducted separately in the flowing fluid. The numbers of labelled and unlabelled cells analysed were 31 and 19, respectively, for E. coli, 24 and 24 for B. subtilis, 31 and 28 for S. typhimurium, and 22 and 16 for M. adhaerens. e, Raman spectra for each E. coli cell (n = 185; 100 selected and 85 rejected) analysed with automated RACS of a 1:1 mixture of deuterium-labelled and unlabelled cells. The spectrum of each cell was normalized (colour bar) by its average intensity in the 1,850-1,900 cm −1 region (used to compute P L ). 'Captured and selected' and 'captured and rejected' refer to the cells identified as deuterium-labelled and unlabelled, respectively. Cell loss refers to the cell loss during the movement of the optical tweezers between the capture location and evaluation location (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 4 ). stream in the analysis region into collection and waste streams, we identified six possible scenarios resulting from cell loss, and theoretically predicted the potential error (collection of unlabelled cells; Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Based solely on the measured spectra during RACS ( Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 3 ), we estimated that cell loss from the optical tweezers could reduce sorting accuracy by 0.3% (E. coli), 5.1% (B. subtilis) and 1.2% (S. typhimurium) (see Methods).
To quantify the sorting accuracy experimentally, we first measured the recovery efficiency ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ), defined as the fraction of cells that the programme scores as 'collected' that actually enter the collection reservoir. To this end, we ran the RACS system for 1 h with deuterium-labelled E. coli cells stained by 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). Cells in the collection outlet were then placed on a black filter, and the DAPI-stained cells were counted by epifluorescence microscopy. Dividing this value by the number of cells recorded as 'collected' by the RACS programme yielded a recovery efficiency of 82.1 ± 2.7% (over 3 repetitions). To determine the sorting accuracy, E. coli cells not labelled with deuterium were stained with DAPI and mixed 1:1 with deuterium-labelled E. coli cells that were not DAPI stained. This mixture was flown in the RACS device for 1 h and the number of DAPI-stained (that is, unlabelled) cells in the collection outlet was determined by counting on a filter, as above. This number, representing incorrectly collected cells, was used, after accounting for the recovery efficiency, to estimate the sorting accuracy, which we found to be 98.3 ± 1.7% (over 3 repetitions).
The RACS platform can be customized to sort cells based on parameters other than deuterium incorporation, such as storage compounds and pigments, as long as they are represented by sufficiently large Raman peaks ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Furthermore, the RACS protocol is also suitable for sorting isotopically labelled living cells for subsequent cultivation ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ).
Sorting and sequencing of mucin utilizers from the mouse gut microbiota. To demonstrate the applicability of the RACS platform to complex microbial communities, we first analysed microbes from mouse colon samples to determine their P C values. As for the pure cultures (Fig. 3c) , the P C criterion (in this case, P C > 1.1) successfully identified cells when captured in the optical tweezers, as monitored visually using CCD camera 2 ( Supplementary Fig. 8a and Supplementary Video 4). The mouse gut microbiota consists of hundreds of bacterial species of diverse sizes and morphologies 40 .
To investigate whether RACS could capture this diversity or was biased by its laser trapping mechanism against certain cell sizes or morphologies, cells were randomly sorted (that is, using only the P C criterion) from the colon samples and subjected to 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene amplicon sequencing. From the sorted fraction, we recovered 13 out of 20 of the most abundant operational taxonomic units (OTUs; frequencies > 1%) present in the sample, which included members of the major phyla in the mouse colon (Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Proteobacteria and Verrucomicrobia) (Supplementary Table 1 ; n = 68 cells sorted), demonstrating that RACS can indeed capture a wide variety of cell types occurring within a complex community. Despite this, we could not recover the most abundant OTU in the colon samples, which corresponds to a Gram-positive non-motile coccobacillus, Blautia marasmi. However, the bias may not lie in the RACS procedure; discrepancies in the taxonomic composition of amplified genomes compared with data provided by 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing have been reported by others 41 and could be due to biases introduced by the cell lysis method employed during WGA. Control cells from the mouse colon microbiota that had been amended with glucose and incubated in the absence of deuterated water always had P L < 6.14 (n = 130 cells). Using this threshold value (P L = 6.14) to sort cells that had been amended with glucose but incubated in the presence of deuterated water, 37% (25 out of 68) of the captured cells were recognized as deuterium labelled and sorted ( Supplementary  Fig. 8b ). The sensitivity of automated sorting is comparable to that of the much slower manual sorting in a glass capillary setup 27 ( Supplementary Fig. 9 ). Unlike in pure cultures (Fig. 3d) , the degree of deuterium incorporation can vary considerably among the cells of a complex community due to variability in the response of different species to the added substrate 16 .
To investigate the mucin-foraging capability of the mouse microbiota, we sorted 180 deuterium-labelled cells from three different mucin-amended mouse colon samples, and metagenomically sequenced the sorted fractions (mini-metagenomics) ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary Table 2 ). Comparison of the 16S rRNA gene sequences from the sorted fractions with those present in the initial samples revealed that mucin-stimulated organisms constitute 27.4 ± 6.8% of the initial community (under the assumption that no physiological heterogeneity within an OTU exists) (Supplementary Table 3 ). These results are in good agreement with the percentage of captured cells that were directly identified as labelled by the RACS platform (23.7 ± 9.9%; Supplementary Table 2) . Mucinstimulated bacteria were phylogenetically diverse, belonging to four phyla: Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Proteobacteria and Candidatus Saccharibacteria (Supplementary Table 3 and Supplementary  Fig. 10 ). Phylogenomic analysis of 25 distinct low-contaminated metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs) recovered from the shotgun-sequenced sorted fractions revealed that mucin-stimulated bacteria were mainly Bacteroides species, most of which were related to organisms belonging to the uncultured family Muribaculaceae (Supplementary Fig. 10 and Supplementary Table 4 ). Of the 25 MAGs, 6 were closely related to sequenced genomes (as defined by an average nucleotide identity (ANI) > 96%), but most MAGs had no sequenced close relatives (Supplementary Table 5 ). To confirm that the identified organisms were indeed mucin degraders, we searched the recovered MAGs for the presence of enzymes involved in mucin degradation (Fig. 4b) . This revealed that most (84%) of these genomes encode at least one of the enzymes necessary to break down mucin O-glycans (Fig. 4c) . None of these enzymes could be identified in the genomes of the recovered members of Candidatus Saccharibacteria.
Discussion
For microbiologists, a major limitation to fully capitalizing on the power of single-cell genomics has been the scarcity of generally applicable techniques to sort individual cells from complex communities according to their functional properties. To fill this gap, by directly connecting stable-isotope probing with single-cell genomics, we have demonstrated a fully automated tunable optofluidic platform for the sorting of physiologically active microbial cells based on their Raman signal, which allows functional cell sorting with high throughput and very high accuracy. Furthermore, the developed RACS platform is also suitable for sorting live cells by their metabolic activity for subsequent cultivation (Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The sorting throughput was measured in a sample in which 50% of the cells were deuterated, resulting in the collection of 100 cells h ). In additional experiments, it was observed that the system could analyse up to 500 cells h ) when cells do not show significant photophoretic damage on exposure to a more powerful 100 mW laser for the Raman measurements: in this case, simultaneous calculation of P C and P L values with only a 0.3 s exposure time is possible, which enables an enhanced throughput (for example, the M. adhaerens cells in Fig. 3c,d were measured with these settings; see also Methods). While most of the experiments performed in this study focused on detection and sorting of cells that had incorporated deuterium from heavy water, the userfriendly programme controlling RACS can be easily adjusted to sort microbial cells according to other characteristics of their Raman spectra, as demonstrated by the sorting of microbial cells showing an elevated cytochrome c signature from a marine enrichment culture ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
We applied the RACS platform to investigate mucin degradation by members of the mouse colon microbiota. We found that diverse bacteria are involved in mucin degradation, with many Bacteroidetes being primary degraders (Fig. 4c ). There were indications for specialization within the mucin-stimulated community, as only a small subset of identified species, including members of the understudied Muribaculaceae, encoded enzymes required for cleaving the terminal sialic acid and sulfate residues from the mucin O-glycans (see also Methods). Applications of the RACS platform such as this will open avenues for environmental and host microbiome research and promise to bridge the knowledge gap between the phenotypic and genotypic properties of cells at the individual level. We anticipate that, with this approach, key questions in contemporary microbial ecology, such as the contributions of members of the various branches of the tree of life to biogeochemically important processes, can be tackled in an insightful manner.
Methods
Microfluidic device fabrication. The microfluidic sorter (Fig. 1a) was fabricated by conventional soft-lithography out of PDMS 42 and fixed to a glass coverslip (60 mm × 20 mm × 0.15 mm). Although CaF 2 and quartz coverslips have been used previously to avoid complicated Raman signals from glass coverslips 38, 43 , we did not observe significant issues with a regular glass coverslip. The coverslip side of the device was fixed to the microscope stage facing upwards-to prevent interference from the Raman spectrum of PDMS-by a support fabricated out of laser-cut acrylic ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ). To allow visual monitoring of the RACS process from below by CCD camera 2 (Fig. 1d) , the layer of PDMS is thin (~1 mm). The depth of the channel is 44 µm and the 'analysis region' measures 300 µm × 350 µm (Fig. 1a) .
Three-dimensional hydrodynamic focusing. Among the many possible particlefocusing techniques (electric, acoustic, hydrodynamic, and geometry induced) [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , we chose hydrodynamic focusing for its simplicity and versatility. In our design, a vertical sheath flow hydrodynamically pushes the cells upwards, focusing the sample stream in a region close to the glass coverslip. This ensures a high capture rate of cells by the optical tweezers, which are focused at a point 10 μm below the coverslip and have a tweezing force that attenuates rapidly with distance 39 . It also prevents the complex Raman spectrum of PDMS from interfering with the spectrum of the cells 37 , since Raman measurements are acquired >30 µm away from the PDMS lower wall (Fig. 1a) . The vertically focused sample stream is then focused horizontally to one side by a second sheath flow. Thus, cells that are not pulled out of the sample stream flow into the waste outlet by default (Supplementary Videos 3 and 5).
The final design and flow rates were chosen to optimize vertical focusing, based on simulations performed with COMSOL Multiphysics (Supplementary Video 1) and experiments. To experimentally determine the effectiveness of vertical focusing, we seeded the sample stream with 1 μm polystyrene latex microbeads (Polysciences) and scanned the depth of the microfluidic device-top to bottomin 2 μm steps using a phase-contrast microscope with a 20× objective (Nikon; Supplementary Video 2). We determined the vertical focusing effectiveness using:
where D denotes the depth of the microfluidic device in the analysis region (44 μm), and d is the depth of the sample stream as visualized by the latex beads ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). As the flow rate ratio Q sheath /Q sample between the vertical sheath flow and the sample flow increases, the vertical focusing effectiveness increases up to a maximum of 61% (for Q sheath /Q sample = 8.0). This ratio was used for all RACS experiments. The final flow rates of the sample fluid, vertical sheath fluid and horizontal sheath fluid are 0.01, 0.08 and 0.5 µl min , while the waste outlet empties into a Milli-Qfilled Eppendorf tube (see the section 'Experimental setup').
We noted that the precise location of the hole punched in the PDMS to deliver the vertical focusing flow is important in determining the focusing effectiveness. A misaligned hole causes flow recirculation that disrupts focusing ( Supplementary  Fig. 1c) , and too large a hole reduces the focusing effectiveness due to the reduced fluidic momentum (Supplementary Fig. 1d ).
Experimental setup. We based the system on a commercial Raman microspectroscope (LabRAM HR800; HORIBA Scientific), which is a modified upright microscope (BX-41; Olympus). Because Raman signals are intrinsically weak, imaging and Raman measurement must occur in isolation. Thus, the original system had a single optical path and used a removable beam splitter to alternate between two mutually exclusive modes: Raman measurement and microscopic imaging. To enable simultaneous measurement and visualization, the system was modified to create a 'double-microscope setup' (Fig. 1d) .
The first optical path in the setup uses two continuous-wave neodymiumdoped yttrium aluminium garnet lasers: one for Raman measurements (532 nm) and one acting as optical tweezers (1,064 nm). Both are focused on the same location within the microfluidic device by a 60× water-immersion objective (UPLSAPO 60XW, numerical aperture = 1.20; Olympus). The 1,064 nm laser beam fills the back aperture of the objective, ensuring maximal optical tweezing efficiency for a given laser power 50 . After the two lasers have been focused on the glass coverslip (confirmed via inspection with CCD camera 1), a removable beam splitter is withdrawn, and scattered light is directed instead to the spectrometer for Raman measurements (Fig. 1d ). The two lasers are then focused 10 μm into the fluid below the coverslip (that is, >30 μm above the PDMS surface) for RACS. Two notch filters (cutoff wavelengths: 532 and 1,064 nm) eliminate laser transmittance into the spectrometer, preventing the laser wavelengths from drowning the Raman signal. A grating divides the Raman signal into discrete wavelengths.
The second microscope yields dark-field images, in which cells appear as bright spots on a dark background. To visualize single cells (~2 µm) captured by the optical tweezers, we mounted a low-angle blue ring illuminator (30°; 470 nm; bandwidth: 450-475 nm; MLRL-CB25, MORITEX Corporation) surrounding a 10× objective (MPlan N, numerical aperture = 0.25; Olympus), an optical array (3.5× magnification; Navitar) and a CCD camera (CCD camera 2; pco.1600; PCO-TECH) below the microscope stage. A shortpass filter with a cutoff wavelength of 500 nm (Thorlabs) is placed after the objective to avoid laser-induced photodamage to CCD camera 2.
The ability to visualize tweezed cells allowed us to examine single-cell capture, translocation and release events to simulate the automated RACS during the choice of parameters (Supplementary Videos 6 and 7). We were also able to detect when captured cells were lost from the optical tweezers. This loss rate-a function of the flow velocity (drag) and laser power for a given objective-was minimized by maintaining a flow velocity of ~600 μm s . However, the low flow speed made it difficult to build a stable pressure balance between the collection and waste outlets. To address this issue, a constant flow rate (0.15 µl min −1 ) was withdrawn from the collection outlet. Additionally, to prevent sample fluid from invading the collection outlet during initial flow stabilization before the start of RACS, fluid was first introduced from the collection outlet before reversing the direction of flow. The microfluidic tubing at the waste outlet was connected to an Eppendorf tube filled with working fluid (reservoir).
To prevent any extraneous biological matter from being collected, a syringe filter (0.1 µm pore size; polyethersulfone; Sartorius Stedim Biotech) was equipped at the glass syringe used to generate the horizontal sheath flow, and 0.5% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in Milli-Q water was used in the collection syringe. Tween 20 in Milli-Q water was not used at the sample and sheath inlets because it interfered with the Raman measurements.
To allow the stable injection of cells into the microfluidic device and prevent changes of concentration over time due to cells settling in the syringe, we designed an in-house magnetic stirrer (Supplementary Video 8) to continuously mix the sample fluid inside the syringe. Magnetic rods were attached to a compact 12 V d.c. motor shaft placed next to the syringe, and a parylene-encapsulated samariumcobalt magnet disc (bio-compatible; 3 mm in diameter and 0.7 mm in thickness; VP 782S-3; V&P Scientific) stirred the cell-suspended sample fluid within the syringe. The d.c. motor (maximum 300 r.p.m.) was tuned using a current controller to give 100-150 r.p.m.
Four main system parameters affect the Raman measurements, as follows. (1) Objective. We used a 60×, high-numerical-aperture (1.2) water-immersion objective. (2) Laser power. Maximum laser power is desirable for a strong Raman signal, but high intensity causes photophoretic cell damage (for example, 750 mW; Supplementary Video 9). We therefore used a laser power of 15 mW for the 532 nm laser (this was chosen based on S. typhimurium because it was most strongly affected by photobleaching among the four pure cultures tested). This is equivalent to an optical energy density of 65.5 MW m −2 , given the objective numerical aperture of 1.2 and the beam spot size of 0.54 μm. Photo-induced damage of cells exposed to the 400 mW optical tweezers laser (1,064 nm) was not observed, which is consistent with a previous report 39 . (3) Grating. For faster RACS, a grating with 300 lines mm −1 was chosen, which can sample 8 times faster than a 1,800 lines mm −1 grating for the spectral region of interest (400-3,300 cm −1 ) (Supplementary Fig. 12 ). (4) Pinhole (located before the grating). After testing Raman measurements with 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 µm pinhole sizes, the 300 µm pinhole was selected as it produced the highest ratio of cellular signal to background under the conditions applied.
Raman intensity of the optically tweezed cell and background. To compare the Raman intensity coming from the cell and background, we used a geometric optics approach. A rod-shaped bacterium aligned along the direction of beam propagation in the optical tweezers 51, 52 and 532 nm laser has Gaussian intensity distribution 53 :
where P is the laser power, r is the radial position from the beam centre axis, and ω(z) is the radius of the laser beam waist (z = 0 refers to the centre of the laser focus). A diffraction-limited laser beam spot size (ω o ) is calculated from the Rayleigh criterion:
o where λ and NA denote the laser wavelength and the objective numerical aperture, respectively. The laser beam waist along the z direction is then expressed as: where α = sin −1 (NA/n) and n is the refractive index of the background fluid. The confocal length (depth of focus) is expressed by 54 :
o where s o = s/M, M is the objective magnification and s is the pinhole radius. To account for the collection rate of scattered Raman signal at the spectrometer from the local point in the confocal volume, a radial point source collection efficiency (κ) is used 54 : where L o is the cell length. ζ cell and ζ fluid refer to the absorption coefficients of the cell and fluid, for which we used 0.93 and 0.16, respectively, to simulate E. coli suspended in an aqueous medium 55 . In equations (9 and 10), we assumed that the cell has a rod shape. From these calculations, the numerical aperture and magnification of the objective and pinhole size are the main determinants of detection volume (confocal volume) of the confocal Raman microspectroscopy (Supplementary Fig. 13 ). We found that the Raman intensity from a cell is substantially higher than that from the background fluid, allowing the RACS system to sort based on cell signals. With a 2.0 µm × 0.5 µm rod-shaped E. coli or a 0.75 µm spherical-shaped coccus cell, for example, approximately 85% of the Raman signal originates from the cell and only 15% originates from the surrounding medium (I cell /I fluid = 6.22 and 6.13 for the E. coli and coccus cell, respectively) when the 60×, 1.2 numerical-aperture objective and 300 µm pinhole size are used. Spectrum acquisition can be optimized for different cell types by changing the optical pinhole.
Sample preparation. Generally, we followed the procedure described by Berry et al. 27 for sample preparation. Four bacterial model species were used: E. coli (non-motile mutant; NCM3722 ∆motA), B. subtilis (wild type; OI1085), S. typhimurium (wild type; LT2 TSS495) and cyan fluorescent protein (CFP)-labelled M. adhaerens (wild type; HP15 eCFP). For E. coli, B. subtilis and S. typhimurium, a single colony was picked from a Luria broth agar plate, inoculated into 3 ml of Luria broth medium, and cultured overnight in a shaking incubator (300 r.p.m. at 30 °C). The next day, cells from the culture were diluted 1:200 into fresh media made with either 0% (that is, 100% Milli-Q) or 50% D 2 O Luria broth medium. Cells were then cultured overnight. For M. adhaerens, 2216 medium (BD Difco) containing 50 μg ml −1 ampicillin was used. The media were either filter sterilized (0.2 μm pore size) or autoclaved before use. For experiments, cells were harvested from the stationary phase, rinsed three times in Milli-Q water by centrifugation (3 min at 7,000 r.p.m.) and resuspended in Milli-Q water. For M. adhaerens, artificial seawater was used to rinse and resuspend.
For the mouse colon microbial community sample, colon contents of 6-8-week-old C57BL/6J mice (n = 3) were harvested in an anaerobic tent. Contents from both male and female mice were collected and pooled. The sample size was determined based on the amount of colon contents required to perform each amendment and all necessary controls in three replicates. Colon contents were suspended in either non-D 2 O-containing phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or 50% D 2 O-containing PBS and homogenized by vortexing, then 2.5 mg ml −1 glucose or 2.5 mg ml −1 mucin from porcine stomach (both from Sigma-Aldrich) was added. After incubation for 6 h at 37 °C under anaerobic conditions, glycerol was added (to achieve a final 20% (v/v) of glycerol in the microcosms) and the vials were crimp sealed with rubber stoppers and stored at −80 °C until further processing. The six-hour incubation led to only minor shifts in the microbiota composition ( Supplementary Fig. 14) . For experiments, these glycerol-cryopreserved cells were rinsed in PBS by centrifugation (3 min at 7,000 r.p.m.) and resuspended in 0.2 M glycerol (Milli-Q balanced). Sorting of cells from colon microbiota incubated for 6 h in 50% D 2 O-containing PBS in the absence of supplement (neither glucose nor mucin) showed that only 0.7% of cells (1 out of 134) display residual metabolic activity in the absence of an added substrate (Supplementary Fig. 15 ). For the mucin amendments, sorted fractions (a total of seven fractions collected) were obtained as replicates from three biologically distinct microcosms: microcosms MucA, MucB and MucC (Supplementary Table 2 ). Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, and conducted in accordance with Austrian laws (BMWF-66.006/0002-II/10b/2010).
For the marine enrichment culture, a marine sediment surface sample was collected from the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Vancouver, Canada. A small spatula of the collected sediment was transferred to marine mineral salt medium, incubated in the dark at 28 °C without agitation, and repeatedly provided with 1 mM NaNO 2 on depletion to enrich for nitrite-oxidizing cells. The marine mineral salt medium was modified from that described by Lücker et al. 56 by replacing the natural seawater-water mix with 1 l Milli-Q containing 33. . Enrichment was performed by transferring 10% of the culture into fresh medium four times before the RACS experiment. Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4,500g for 20 min at 28 °C; swinging bucket rotors) and resuspended in 1 ml of artificial seawater for the RACS experiment.
Interface for automated RACS. We employed MATLAB's (MathWorks) graphical user interface development environment (GUIDE) and ActiveX to bridge MATLAB and LabSpec6-the manufacturer software of the Raman microspectroscope (HORIBA Scientific). As shown in Supplementary Fig. 16a , the programme window of the platform allows the user to: (1 and 2) switch CCD camera 1 on and off; (3) start the calibration process; (4) start the automated RACS process; (5) set the threshold of P C ; (6) set the threshold of P L ; (7) view the measured P C value in real time; (8) When the user clicks button (1), CCD camera 1 is activated and the Raman (532 nm) and optical tweezers (1,064 nm) lasers are visualized. Once the laser spots are focused at the bottom surface of the glass coverslip, CCD camera 1 can be disengaged by clicking button (2) and the system can be switched into Raman measurement mode as the user removes the beam splitter (Supplementary Fig. 16b ; see Fig. 1d ). On clicking button (3), the programme starts the calibration process: the optical tweezers move to the sample-free stream (270 µm away from the initial position) and measure 20 Raman spectra of fluid (background) with a 2 s acquisition time. The measured spectra are then averaged (displayed at window (17) ) and used as a control to detect single cells captured by the optical tweezers. On clicking button (4), the programme starts the RACS process: a Raman spectrum with 2 s acquisition time is taken every 2 s and the calculated P C value is displayed at window (7) in real time. When the programme recognizes an optically captured cell (on the basis of the P C criterion), the spectrum is shown at window (18) and the optical tweezers move to the evaluation location (their current lateral position is displayed at window (13)). After calculating P L using a new Raman spectrum (5 s acquisition time), the programme displays the P L value at window (8) and makes a decision according to the threshold set by the user at window (6) . RACS is designed to be adjustable for diverse samples and molecules of interest, so that the acquisition times and thresholds must be set on the basis of experiments with control and test samples. Window (5) allows the user to adjust P C to specific strains and experimental conditions (for example, objective specification and detection volume). If the cell is selected according to the criterion (here, identified as deuterium labelled based on P L > 6.69 for the four test species), the programme closes the optical shutter-blocking the tweezers laser-and the flow carries the released cell into the collection outlet. The programme then returns the optical tweezers back to their initial position and opens the optical shutter, starting the RACS process over. Otherwise, if the cell is to be rejected, the programme will move the optical tweezers back to their initial position and then close the optical shutter, so that the flow carries the released cell into the waste outlet. The programme then opens the optical shutter and starts over. All spectra are automatically stored, allowing for population characterization by subsequent statistical analysis. The programme continues automated collection until the user clicks button (14) . Button (15) closes the connection between MATLAB and LabSpec6.
Recovery efficiency, sorting accuracy and live cell sorting. We evaluated the recovery efficiency (the percentage of sorted cells as counted by the programme that can be retrieved from the collection outlet for subsequent experiments) and sorting accuracy (the percentage of sorted cells that are actually labelled) with separate experiments (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). To estimate the recovery efficiency, overnight cultured deuterium-labelled E. coli were stained with DAPI (1:100 concentration; 358/461 nm for excitation/emission; this does not interfere with Raman measurements with the 532 nm laser; Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min at room temperature to allow detection by epifluorescence, and used as a sample. After running the RACS procedure for 1 h, the collected cells were deposited on a black filter (0.2 µm GTBP Isopore membrane filter; Merck Millipore). Deposition onto a small area (~1 mm diameter) was achieved by directly contacting a needle (connected to the tubing) and the black filter over a vacuum-assisted glass filtration apparatus. We then scanned the area with epifluorescence microscopy (LMD 7000; Leica), stitched the images together and counted the number of cells visible. We calculated the recovery efficiency:
where R L and N L are the number of cells counted on the black filter (that is, successfully recovered) and identified as deuterium labelled by the software, respectively. To measure sorting accuracy, unlabelled E. coli cells were stained with DAPI (1:100 concentration) for 10 min at room temperature and mixed 1:1 with deuterium-labelled cells. The procedure described above for the recovery efficiency was then conducted. In this case, stained cells counted by epifluorescence on the black filter represented false positives, for which the cells had probably fallen from the optical tweezers before being moved back to the waste stream. Factoring in the measured recovery efficiency, the sorting accuracy was calculated by:
where R U represents the number of unlabelled (DAPI-stained) cells recovered on the black filter. Hence, a 0% sorting accuracy means that cells observed on the black filter are all unlabelled. To estimate the sorting accuracy while accounting for the mixing ratio between deuterium-labelled and unlabelled cells, we used the parameter γ U = R U /N U (where N U is the number of 'captured and rejected' cells displayed in the software window) to convert equation (12) into a population ratiodependent form:
where C L and C U are population densities of the deuterium-labelled and unlabelled cells in the sample flow.
To demonstrate that the RACS protocol is also suitable for sorting isotopically labelled living cells for subsequent cultivation (without significant photophoretic damage by the 532 nm Raman laser exposure), we performed additional experiments and evaluated the recovery efficiency by cell culture ( Supplementary  Fig. 7) . We ran the RACS system for 1 h with deuterium-and CFP-labelled M. adhaerens cells (CFP has excitation and emission wavelengths of 434 and 479 nm, respectively, and thus does not interfere with Raman measurements with the 532 nm laser), instead of DAPI staining (which is typically used for staining fixed cells). Cells recovered from the collection outlet were spread on a 2216 agar plate and colonies grown overnight at 37 °C were counted by epifluorescence microscopy. Dividing counts of growing cells by the number of cells recorded as 'collected' by the RACS programme (equation (11)) yielded a recovery efficiency of viable cells of 81.8 ± 5.9% (over 3 replicates).
Error analysis. To determine the effects of cell loss from the optical tweezers on sorting accuracy, we visualized the flow pattern in the microfluidic device by injecting a cell-suspended fluid simultaneously into all three inlets (the sample inlet and both sheath inlets) ( Supplementary Fig. 2b and Supplementary Video 5) . We found that the fate of cells lost from the tweezers depends on where during the 270 µm translocation (between capture and evaluation; Supplementary Fig. 4a ) the cells are lost. Flow carries cells lost within the first 190 µm into the waste outlet, while those lost within the final 80 µm are carried into the collection outlet. Given this, we classify cell loss into six cases ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). In two cases (4 and 5), it is possible for cells lost in the collection stream to end up collected as false positives. The probability of these two cases is expressed as N c ) ). Based solely on the measured spectra during RACS (Fig. 3e and Supplementary Fig. 3) , we computed that cell loss from the optical tweezers could These predictions assume a constant probability of cell loss from the optical tweezers along their travel path, whereas during measurement we found that the probability is in fact higher at the onset of the tweezer movement. In this region, lost cells pass into the waste outlet, thus decreasing the actual frequency of wrongly sorted cells.
Evaluation of sorting throughput. The sorting throughput depends on the waiting time (the time needed to capture a cell in the optical tweezers, which in turn depends on the cell concentration in the sample), analysis time (the time for the quantification of P C and P L , and for the movement and return of the stage between the capture and evaluation locations) and probability of a successful Raman measurement for the evaluation of P C at the capture location without loss of the cell from the tweezers due to collision with another cell.
To evaluate throughput, we first modelled the probability of cell capture and successful P C measurement as a function of the rate at which cells enter the optical tweezers and the measurement time for each Raman measurement. The rate at which cells enter the optical tweezers (cells s ), a is the cross-sectional area of the optical tweezers (here, 2 µm × 2 µm, obtained using the laser beam waist, 2ω o = 2 µm) and A is the cross-sectional area of the sample flow (here, 53 µm × 17 µm; see Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2) . Assuming that every cell entering the optical tweezers is captured, the probability, P, of successful Raman measurement of the captured cell to determine whether a cell is present in the optical tweezers (that is, the evaluation of P C ) depends only on the timing of the cell's arrival with respect to the measurement and whether another cell collides with the captured cell during the measurement. Assuming that the cell arrivals are independent and that the process is stationary, we use a Poisson process model to calculate the probability of a cell capture and successful measurement of its P C value, which yields P = e −2δTC sinh(δT C )/[1 − e −δTC {cosh(δT C ) − sinh(δT C ) − 1}], where T C is the measurement time used to quantify P C (T C = 2 s in our experiments). The probability increases with cell concentration up to a maximum of 0.155 (regardless of T C ) as the rate δ of cell entry into the optical tweezers increases, but then decreases with further increases in δ due to the higher rate of collision between the cell in the tweezers and other cells in the sample flow ( Supplementary Fig. 17a) .
The overall sorting throughput of the RACS system (number of cells collected per hour) is R = (1/(T C /P + T S ))κ × 3,600, where κ is the fraction of cells of interest (in this case, deuterium-labelled) within the sample and T S is the sorting time, which comprises the time to compute P L (5 s in our experiments) and the time to move the stage back and forth between the capture and evaluation locations (2 s in total in our experiments). For the values used in our experiments (T C = 2 s; T S = 7 s), the sorting throughput is predicted to be R = 4, 33 and 90 cells h , respectively, when κ, for example, is 50% (Supplementary Fig. 17b) . These values decrease to R = 0.8, 7 and 18 cells h for the same cell concentrations when κ is 10%.
The rate-limiting step in the RACS sorting approach depends on the cell concentration. At low cell concentrations, the rate-limiting step is the entry of a new cell into the optical tweezers. For example, at 10 6 cells ml
, a new cell enters the tweezers only every 6.9 min. In this case, a higher flow rate would increase the sorting throughput; for example, from R = 4 cells h −1 to R = 19 cells h −1 when the sample flow velocity is increased from U = 600 µm s −1 to U = 3,000 µm s −1 and κ is 50% (Supplementary Fig. 17a ). However, we note that stronger flows also increase the probability of cell loss from the optical tweezers due to the increased drag on the captured cell ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Pre-concentrating cells increases throughput, but only up to a certain point, because the rate of cell collisions also increases: for example, for 5 × 10 8 cells ml −1 , the predicted throughput Supplementary Fig. 17b) .
In contrast, at high cell concentrations, the rate-limiting step is the analysis time. At 10 8 cells ml −1 -a concentration of the same order as that used in our experiments-a cell enters the optical tweezers every 3.8 s and P is at its maximum value (Supplementary Fig. 17a) , which means the system achieves its maximum sorting throughput for the given values of T C and T S . In this case, shorter measurement times T C and T S would yield a higher sorting throughput R (Supplementary Fig. 17c ). This could be achieved by improvements to the instrument; for example, by increasing the power of the laser or the sensitivity of the Raman signal detector (see below). If the system could be improved to reduce T C to 0.1 s (retaining T S = 7 s), the throughput could increase from R = 90 cells h −1
to R = 157 cells h −1 for κ = 50% at a concentration of 10 8 cells ml
. Moreover, if the system were to allow the simultaneous evaluation of P C and P L values at the capture location (for example, T S = 2 s, which comprises only the movement of the stage), the predicted throughput becomes R = (1/(T C /P + T S /κ)) × 3,600. In this case, κ affects T S exclusively because only the cells of interest are moved to the evaluation location, which becomes simply a release location for the collection of sorted cells, and stage movement for non-labelled cells is avoided. With this approach, R increases considerably to 425 cells h −1 for κ = 50% (with C = 10 8 cells ml (with the current approach, that is, T C = 2 s and T S = 7 s) to 18 cells h −1 (for T C = 0.1 s and T S = 2 s) ( Supplementary Fig. 17c ).
Flexibility of the RACS platform for operation with other parameters. The RACS platform can easily be customized to sort cells based on parameters other than deuterium incorporation, such as storage compounds, pigments and other compounds, as long as they are represented by sufficiently large peaks in the cellular Raman spectra. This capability was demonstrated by sorting cells from a marine enrichment culture (see above for sample preparation) that included cells with a high cytochrome c content, as indicated by the presence of the typical four strong Raman peaks 57 of the electron transfer proteins at 750, 1,127, 1,314 and 1,585 cm . Initially, the RACS platform was tuned to detect single cells from this enrichment that were randomly captured in the optical tweezers (in this case, using P C > 1.1). In the next step, the RACS programme was customized to identify and sort cells containing high cytochrome c Raman signatures from the complex marine enrichment community using the spectral region 750-760 cm −1 as a marker, as it showed the strongest signal intensity (Supplementary Fig. 6a ). For all captured cells, P cytochrome was calculated:
cytochrome 750 760
1,850 1,900
As for P L determination, the integrated intensity I 1,850-1,900 was used as a reference region. We first classified cells by hand as containing high cytochrome c Raman signals or not on the basis of their full Raman spectra (Supplementary Fig. 6a ) and used this manual binning to determine a threshold value of P cytochrome > 0.6 ( Supplementary Fig. 6b ). The platform correctly identified and sorted 75.8% of cells (55 out of 66) that contained high cytochrome c signals, while it rejected all cells that lacked high cytochrome c signals (that is, zero false positives).
Further sorting criteria could include signals from cells containing storage compounds such as elemental sulfur 58 , compounds that induce Raman resonance with the 532 nm laser such as carotenoids 59 , and 13 C-isotope-labelled derivatives 19 after stable-isotope probing experiments. Moreover, although not experimentally demonstrated, multiplexing of different Raman signals as a sorting criterion is also possible (for example, to collect only cells that display both a high cytochrome c and a deuterium signal).
Preparation of 16S rRNA gene amplicon libraries and 16S rRNA gene sequence analyses. DNA extracted from the mouse colon microcosms using a phenolchloroform bead-beating protocol 60 or obtained by WGA of sorted cells was used as a template for PCR. PCR amplification was performed with a two-step barcoding approach 61 . In the first-step PCR, the following oligonucleotide primers targeting the 16S rRNA gene of most bacteria were used as forward and reverse primers, respectively: S-D-bact-0341-b-S-17 (5-CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG-3′) and S-D-bact-0785-a-A-21 (5-GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC-3′). These first-step oligonucleotide primers contained head adaptors (5′-GCTATGCGCGAGCTGC-3′) to be barcoded in a second-step PCR. Barcode primers consisted of the 16-base pair (bp) head sequence and a sample-specific 8-bp barcode from a previously published list at the 5′ end 62 . The barcoded amplicons were purified with the ZR-96 DNA Clean-up Kit (Zymo Research) and quantified using the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay kit (Invitrogen). An equimolar library was constructed by pooling samples, and the resulting library was sent for sequencing on an Illumina MiSeq platform at Microsynth AG. Sequences were quality filtered, paired-end reads were concatenated and reads were then clustered into species-level OTUs of 97% sequence identity, as described by Herbold et al. 61 . Sequencing libraries were rarefied using the vegan package 2.4-3 of the software R (https://www.r-project.org/).
Mini-metagenome sequencing and analyses. Labelled RACS cells were collected into PCR tubes, lysed and subjected to WGA using the REPLI-g Single Cell Kit (Qiagen), according to the manufacturer's instructions. Shotgun libraries, generated using the amplified DNA from WGA reactions as a template, and Nextera XT (Illumina) reagents were sequenced with a HiSeq 3000 (Illumina) in 2 × 150 bp mode at the Biomedical Sequencing Facility, Medical University of Vienna, Austria. The sequence reads were quality trimmed and filtered using AdapterRemoval version 2.1.7 (ref. 63 ). The remaining reads were assembled de novo using SPAdes 3.11.1 (ref. 64 Table 4 ). MAGs > 200 kilobases obtained from all samples were compared and de-replicated using dRep 1.4.3 (ref. 67 ). Automatic genome annotation of contigs > 2 kilobases within each de-replicated MAG was performed with RAST 2.0 (ref. 68 ). To identify which OTUs from the initial mucin-amended microcosms were present in the sorted fractions, a BLAST custom-made database composed of the OTU representative sequences detected in the initial microcosms was generated. Total assemblies from sorted samples were then queried against the custom database with the following parameters: e-value < 1 × 10 −98 (to exclude sequence alignments shorter than ~200 base pairs) and a percent identity of 97% (Supplementary Table 3 ).
Phylogenomic analyses. An initial reference tree was generated using the maximum likelihood algorithm of FastTree 2.1.10 (ref. 69 ) using an alignment of 43 concatenated single-copy marker protein sequences from >7,000 available reference genomes. MAGs were placed onto the reference tree using the evolutionary placement algorithm of the RAxML8.2.11 package 70 . Based on the distribution of the MAGs within this tree, 135 reference genomes were selected for a simplified tree. Query MAGs were again placed onto this simplified tree, as described above. Phylogenomic trees were visualized and formatted using iTOL version 4 (https://itol.embl.de/). To identify the closest relative for each MAG, the query MAG and close reference genomes (based on the generated phylogenomic tree) were compared using dRep 67 . Compared genomes with a whole-genome based ANI (calculated with the maximal unique matches algorithm 71 ) of >99% were considered to be the same organism. Only closely related genomes with ANI > 96% were considered for Fig. 4c . An alignment coverage cutoff of 0.1 was applied for all genome comparisons.
Identification of mucin utilizers. The RACS platform is highly versatile in its potential applications. It enables direct access to the genomes of microbes from complex microbial communities that respond metabolically to substrate additions or changes in other environmental conditions of interest. In this study, the RACS platform was applied to investigate mucin degradation by members of the mouse colon microbiota. Mucin is a highly glycosylated protein secreted by the mammalian colon that acts as an important barrier between the intestinal tissue and the microbiota, but which is also used as a nutrient source by gut bacteria 31 . Mucin degradation, mediated by the secretion of enzymes such as neuraminidases, α-and β-galactosidases, N-acetylglucosaminidases, l-fucosidades and β-N-hexosaminidases, is thought to be confined to a small group of specialized organisms 36 . Although genes involved in the partial or complete degradation of mucin are present in the genomes of a large fraction of gut inhabitants 72 , only a small fraction of genes in the microbiota are transcribed in vivo 73 . It therefore remains unclear how broad the mucin degradation guild is in situ. Our results suggest that mucin degradation is a process mediated by a phylogenetically diverse group of bacteria, although primary degraders belong largely to the Bacteroidetes (Fig. 4c) . Interestingly, there appears to be specialization within the mucin-stimulated community, with only a small subset of species encoding the enzymes necessary to cleave the terminal sialic acid and sulfate residues from the mucin O-glycans ( Fig. 4c ; enzymes EC 3.1.6.14 and EC 3.2.1.18). Sialylated and sulfated glycans are abundant in mouse colon mucins 74 ; therefore, sialidases and mucin-desulfating sulfatases provide bacteria access to a fraction of mucin glycans inaccessible to the majority of potential mucin degraders. Organisms belonging to the family Muribaculaceae ( Fig. 4c ; Muribaculaceae bacterium MAG RACS_021 and Muribaculaceae bacterium MAG RACS_016) provide examples with this capacity. Members of the family Muribaculaceae are found in the guts of homoeothermic animals where they are thought to play an important role in modulating the host's health 75, 76 . Previously, insights about the role and niche occupied by these abundant components of the mouse gut microbiota were based solely on genomic analyses or in vitro phenotypic characterization of a single isolate 40, 77 . Here, we have shown that members of this important family are stimulated by mucin, with at least two being part of a bacterial 'elite' that can degrade nearly all of the O-glycans that constitute the mucus layer. Bacteria not able to cleave glycans were also identified, suggesting cross-feeding of sugars liberated by saccharolytic bacteria or utilization of their metabolic products. Together, these results suggest a model in which mucin degradation is mediated by a diverse group of primary degraders that cooperatively degrade this complex glycoprotein, and concomitantly support a community of cross-feeding heterotrophs as well as organisms such as sulfate-reducing bacteria that use the end products of mucin fermentation.
Potential for the improvement of sorting throughput. The throughput of the microfluidic RACS device is far greater than that of manual Raman sorting 27, 28 . Throughput is key to the value of the device, and the throughput required for practical applications simply cannot be achieved through manual means. To compare the throughput and capability of manual versus automated sorting, the following example provides valuable insights. If we consider the abundance distribution of OTUs detected as labelled in the mucin incubations (Supplementary  Table 1 ), we can ask how long it would take to detect all of the labelled OTUs (OTUs with over 1% relative abundance, and assuming 75% of the cells from each OTU are labelled). Under these conditions, our automated platform sorting at 200-500 cells h −1 (3.3-8.3 cells min
) could retrieve all of the labelled taxa with 95% probability within 2-5 h, while manual sorting at 1-2 cells h −1 would require 265-530 h (or 33-66 8-h days of non-stop sorting) (Supplementary Fig. 18 ), which is certainly a prohibitive level of effort for nearly all projects. Throughput could be further increased in the future via system optimization. Theoretical calculations (see above) suggest that the collection of labelled cells could increase considerably, to 425 cells h −1 (for a sample cell concentration C = 10 8 cells ml −1 and 50% deuteration) if the system were to perform simultaneous evaluation of P C and P L with 0.1 s exposure time. Cells collected by RACS can be directly cultivated or injected into a FACS device for single-cell isolation into multiwell plates for subsequent molecular analysis. As there is no chemical treatment before or during RACS, the cells are compatible with WGA and PCR 27 .
Sample preparation for other microbiomes. Similar to the requirements of conventional FACS in the standard single-cell genomics pipeline, the microfluidic RACS system requires the presence of individual cells in solution. For aquatic samples, after heavy water incubation, microbial cells should be harvested by centrifugation and washed to remove D 2 O, then resuspended in water or an isotonic solution (that does not interfere with Raman measurements) before injection into the RACS device. For soil samples, suitable protocols for heavy water labelling and extraction of microbial cells have been developed 78 . For other samples, such as sediments, faecal samples, biofilms and sludge, additional sample preparation to disaggregate the cells and remove non-cellular particles is required 22 . For environmental studies, the sorting criteria will need to be optimized on a case-by-case basis by measuring control samples. There is naturally a tradeoff between the sensitivity in detecting less highly labelled cells and the minimization of false positive sorts, so the sorting criteria chosen will depend on the specific requirements of each study.
Advantages of the platform in minimizing contamination risk. Avoiding contamination with cells not originating from the analysed sample or with extracellular DNA from the sample is a general challenge for single-cell genomics. Our microfluidic RACS protocol minimizes the risk of contamination. First, only deuterated cells are sorted, and due to the high sorting accuracy, this largely excludes contamination by other cells. Second, the liquid used for flow focusing can be autoclaved and treated with DNAses before use, and passed through polyethersulfone syringe filters (0.1 µm pore size) when leaving the syringe pumps to remove any contaminating cells. Third, cell spectra are measured outside the sample stream in flow and thus all sorted cells undergo a rigorous washing while held individually in the optical tweezers, minimizing the risk of carrying extracellular DNA on their surface. Finally, production of our microfluidic RACS device is cheap and fast; thus, a new device can be used for each experiment to avoid cross-contamination between experiments.
Technical discussion and potential for improvement. In this study, we identified several sources of potential error that should be considered when extending or adapting this technique. (1) There is a discrepancy between the optical tweezers (1,064 nm) and Raman (532 nm) laser foci (of ~1.0 µm), as our objective only corrects for chromatic aberrations in the visible wavelengths. This discrepancy reduces the Raman intensity collected from the captured cell. This could be overcome by using an objective precisely corrected over visible-infrared wavelengths. (2) The Milli-Q water used to suspend the cells during sorting produces a weak Raman signal that overlaps with the C-D peak ( Fig. 3a; inset for P L calculation), possibly reducing the sensitivity if weakly deuterium-labelled cells are targeted. (3) In applications with natural microbial communities, different cell populations may require different threshold values for P C and P L , and the sample may contain non-cellular particles. From our observations, such particles often generate large P C values. These can be screened out by adding an upper bound (for example, 1.7 < P C < 7.0), permitting the analysis of captured cells while particles are automatically released without further measurement. (4) The programme could be modified so that the Raman measurement for the P L calculation takes place within the part of the sample-free region where a cell accidently lost from the optical tweezers would be carried by flow into the waste outlet, and only a cell recognized as deuterium-labelled would be moved to a releasing location where the flow would carry it into the collection outlet. The error that stems from cell loss in the optical tweezers during the translocation between capture location and evaluation location could then be eliminated. (5) For the mouse colon microbial community sample ( Supplementary Fig. 8 ), we found that the P L value of cells in the control case increased over time ( Supplementary Fig. 19 ), possibly as a result of osmotic stress. When a slightly stricter (that is, higher) threshold value of P L was used (P L = 6.23 in place of 6.14), 28% (19 out of 68) of the deuteriumlabelled cells were recognized as such ( Supplementary Fig. 8b ), while unlabelled cells were moved to the waste outlet with an accuracy of 99.7% (385 out of 386; Supplementary Fig. 19 ). We anticipate that, ultimately, this could be addressed by gradually changing the cell-suspended fluid from 50% D 2 O-containing PBS to 0.2 M glycerol, or by using an optimized, perfectly isotonic glycerol or glucose solution. (6) In this study, we could reliably measure the P C value of cells down to ~1 µm in size. Generally, optical tweezing efficiency is the key parameter for reliable P C measurement in the flow. It depends on the cell size and morphology (which influence the fluid drag), and the contrast in refractive index between the cell and the surrounding medium. It can be calculated using a geometric optics approach (by tracing the rays) when the cell size is larger than the laser wavelength (d p > λ) 79 , and using an electromagnetic approach (by solving Maxwell's equations) when the cell size is comparable to the laser wavelength (d p ~ λ) 80 . In general, the larger the cell, the greater the optical tweezing efficiency. Due to the equilibrium of the trapping force, the cell locates at the laser beam focus regardless of its shape (for example, the centre of a spherical cell locates at the laser beam focus, while the centre of a rod-shaped cell locates at the laser beam focus and aligns along the laser beam propagation direction, as shown in Fig. 1b) . Given that the Gaussian-shaped laser beam width is minimal at the laser beam focus, the Raman signal is proportional to the intensity of the incident photons and the Raman system is a confocal system, the majority of the Raman signal comes from the laser beam focus, which means that the majority of the signal comes from the cell ( Fig. 1c ; see also Methods). Given these considerations, if the optical tweezers reliably capture the cell in the flow, P C values can be measured in our platform. Similarly, P L calculations and cell loss from the optical tweezers are also influenced by the optical tweezing efficiency. This will lead to some variation in performance depending on cell morphology. For example, we believe that the decreased discrimination of labelled cells for S. typhimurium (Fig. 3d ) and the variation in the rate of cell loss, which appears to be higher in B. subtilis ( Supplementary Fig. 3a) , were probably mostly a result of differences in cell morphology and cell envelope structure, which lead to different optical tweezing efficiencies. (7) Stable-isotope probing has become a core tool in microbial ecology, and methods that directly link this with singlecell sorting for subsequent cultivation or genomic analysis thus have a very wide field of potential applications. Therefore, our platform that enables the sorting of isotope-labelled cells represents a major step forward. Beyond this, we have already demonstrated our platform's capability to sort based on cytochrome c content; thus, it can similarly sort unlabelled cells on the basis of natural storage compounds that are ecologically or biotechnologically important (for example, polyhydroxybutyrate 81 , sulfur 58, 82 and polyphosphate 83 ). This sorting of cells that contain compounds that induce a Raman resonance signal (such as cytochromes, as described in our manuscript, carotenoids 84 , chlorophylls 85 , vitamin B 12 86 , haem 87 and rhodopsin 88 ) is possible without labelling. Even the oxidation state of cytochromes in microbes can be measured by Raman microspectroscopy 89 and can potentially be used as sorting criterion. (8) While considerable effort was devoted to optimizing the RACS process to increase the sensitivity of the Raman analysis to allow for a shorter measurement time and thus increased throughput, there is still room for further improvement. In particular, using a higher-power laser (on the order of 10 3 mW) would reduce the Raman spectrum acquisition time, while a lower magnification and numerical-aperture objective would be required to prevent photophoretic damage of the cell (this depends on the energy density, not the laser power itself). This would allow for rapid and simultaneous determination of the cell index P C and labelling index P L from a single spectrum, acquired directly within a more rapid single-file sample stream, without optical tweezing of cells. Thus, only labelled cells would need to be sorted into the collection stream downstream by applying an external force (for example, an electric force). We envisage that this could ultimately increase throughput by up to 100-fold (up to 36,000 cells h −1 when P C and P L are measured simultaneously in 0.1 s), and further increase the sorting accuracy by not carrying any unlabelled cells into the collection stream. Another way to enhance Raman scattering, and thus sensitivity, is to bring molecules of interest into very close contact with rough metal surfaces in a process called surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. An increase in the detection sensitivity by specialized Raman microspectroscopy setups, such as stimulated Raman spectroscopy 90 or coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy 91 , would probably result in dramatically reduced acquisition times and strongly increased throughput, and would render the RACS system suitable for selection of cells based on a wider range of other chemical characteristics that are detectable only as weaker bands in their Raman spectra. Finally, sorting could be accelerated through the use of multipletweezer systems, although this would be at the cost of significantly increased complexity of the RACS setup.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.
Code availability
All of the custom codes used in this study can be accessed upon request from the corresponding author. MATLAB GUI (graphical user interface) software for the operation of the RACS platform is provided in Supplementary Files 1 and 2 . R code for the calculation in Supplementary Fig. 18 is provided in Supplementary File 3.
Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon request. 16S rRNA gene sequence data have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under SRP144990. Metagenomic data have been deposited in the NCBI under SRP144778. MAGs have been deposited as whole-genome shotgun projects at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the accessions RYVY00000000-RYWW00000000. All accession numbers with information on the associated samples are provided in Supplementary All studies must disclose on these points even when the disclosure is negative.
Sample size
The sample size was constrained by the collected cells after the sorting. We used all samples collected during the sorting in our developed platform.
Data exclusions No data were excluded from the analyses.
Replication
All experiments were conducted with at least three replicates. All attempts at replication were successful.
Randomization The sample from the each culture tube was randomly collected and used for the sorting.
Blinding
Our sorting platform works in a fully automated manner. We were totally blinded to group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods For the mouse colon microbial community sample, the colon contents of 6-8 week old C57BL/6J mice (n = 3) were harvested in an anaerobic tent. Contents from both male and female mice were collected and pooled. Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of the University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, and conducted in accordance with Austrian laws (BMWF-66.006/0002-II/10b/2010). Randomization and blinding are not applicable as animals were not distributed into groups.
Wild animals
The study did not involve wild animals.
